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The market reversed course in September and completely made up the August loss of -2.90% brought on 
by concerns over Fed policy as well as a possible military intervention in Syria.  For the quarter, the S&P 
500 had a return of 5.24%, and it is up 19.79% for the year.  The Dow was only up 1.5% for the quarter, 
while the Nasdaq was up 9.81%.  This continued outperformance of small stocks over large stocks is 
generally bullish for the stock market.  In addition, cyclical stocks are showing leadership by outperforming 
the S&P from the August lows.  We expect these market trends to continue unless both sentiment and the 
economy are damaged by a contentious debt ceiling debate in mid-October. 
 
The federal government shut down on October 1 as Congress was not able to pass a spending bill.  This is 
the first government shutdown in seventeen years, and 800,000 non-essential workers will be furloughed.  
The more important deadline is going to be the clash over raising the debt ceiling in two weeks.  The last 
time Congress failed to raise the debt ceiling in August 2011, S&P cut the rating of the United States and 
the market fell 19% before resuming its upward move.  It is important to note though that Europe was 
dealing with its financial crisis at this same time.  If this shutdown is fairly short, the impact on Q4 GDP 
will not be large. 
 
The global economy is in much better shape than two years ago.  Both China and the Eurozone are 
reporting better economic activity, and the U.S. economy continues to show steady improvement.  The LEI 
index (Leading Economic Indicators) is at its best level since April of 2008, the ISM index which measures 
manufacturing activity is strong, jobless claims are in a downward trend, and the steep yield curve 
indicates a positive outlook for the economy.  After the Federal Reserve announced that it would not begin 
to taper its monthly purchases of bonds, oil prices fell and the 10 year Treasury yield fell from 2.98% to 
2.62%.  This should also help our economy. 
 
Macro trends are also very positive for continued investment in the U.S.  Innovations in manufacturing, 
energy exploration, healthcare, and data management are driving productivity gains as well as increasing 
standards of living.  Any sign that Washington will finally address our unsustainable fiscal policy could have 
a very positive impact on our economy.  If the market is hit due to the debt ceiling debate, we are 
prepared to add to names that we like.  Thank you for your confidence, and we look forward to meeting 
with you or visiting on the phone at your convenience. 
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